Abstract: We consider operators defined on a Riemannian manifold M m by L T (u) = −div(T ∇u) where T is a positive definite (1, 1)-tensor such that div(T ) = 0. We give an upper bound for the first nonzero eigenvalue λ 1,T of L T in terms of the second fundamental form of an immersion φ of M m into a Riemannian manifold of bounded sectional curvature. We apply these results to a particular family of operators defined on hypersurfaces of space forms and we prove a stability result.
Introduction
Let (M m , g) be a compact, connected m-dimensional Riemannian manifold. In this paper, we are interested in extrinsic upper bounds for the first nonzero eigenvalue of elliptic operators defined on (M m , g) (i.e. in terms of the second fundamental form of an isometric immersion of (M m , g) into an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (N n , h)). The elliptic second order differential operators L T , which we are interested in, are of the form
where u ∈ C ∞ (M ), T is a (1, 1)-tensor on M (which will be divergence-free and symmetric), and div M and ∇ M denote respectively the divergence and the gradient of the metric g. In the sequel, we will denote by λ 1,T , the first nonzero eigenvalue of such operator L T .
When T is the identity, L T = L Id is nothing but the Laplace operator of (M m , g). In this case, it is well known that if (M m , g) is isometrically immersed in a simply connected space form N n (c) (c = 0, 1, −1 respectively for the Euclidean space IR n , the sphere I S n or the hyperbolic space IH n ), then we have the following estimate of λ 1 = λ 1,Id in terms of the square of the length of the mean curvature
where dv g and V (M ) denote respectively the Riemannian volume element and the volume of (M m , g) and where H denotes the mean curvature of the immersion of (M m , g) into N n (c). Furthermore, the equality in (1) occurs if and only if (M m , g) is immersed as a minimal submanifold of some geodesic hypersphere of N n (c). For c = 0, this inequality was proved by Reilly ([17] ) and can easily be extended to the spherical case c = 1 by considering the canonical embedding of I S n in IR n+1 and by applying the inequality (1) for c = 0 to the obtained immersion of (M m , g) in IR n+1 . For immersions of (M m , g) in the hyperbolic space IH n , Heintze ([14] ) first proved an L ∞ equivalent of (1) and conjectured (1) which was finally obtained by El Soufi and Ilias ( [9] ). Note that, the estimates shown in [14] and [9] are given for immersions of (M m , g) in a space which is not necessarly of constant sectional curvature.
Later, these estimates were extended to more general operators called
Let us first define these operators. Let φ be an isometric immersion of (M m , g) into N m+1 (c) and denote by A its shape (or Weingarten) operator. For any integer r ∈ {0, ..., n}, the (1, 1)-tensors T r of Newton are defined inductively by: T 0 = Id and T r = S r Id − AT r−1 , where S r is the r-th elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of A (i.e. the principal curvatures). Note that T r is a free divergence tensor because the ambient space is of constant curvature (see for instance [19] ). The r-th mean curvature of φ is H r = 1/ m r S r . Now, the operator L r is defined by L r = L Tr which is the linearized operator of the first variation of S r+1 ( [18] ). It is important for our paper to know when L r is elliptic. Walter proved in [21] that if H r+1 > 0 and if the immersion φ is convex (i.e. the second fundamental form is semidefinite), then T r is positively definite (i.e. L r is elliptic). This result was strengthened by Barbosa and Colares ([6] ). They proved without any convexity assumption that if H r+1 > 0 and if, in the case c = 1, φ(M ) is contained in a hemisphere, then L r is elliptic. For simplicity the first nonzero eigenvalue of L r will be denoted λ 1,r (which is λ 1,Tr ). The first extension of the Reilly inequality (1) 
and equality holds if and only if (M m , g) is a geodesic sphere of IR m+1 . In our paper [12] (theorem 1.1, see also [11] ), we obtained a similar optimal upper bound for λ 1,r of hypersurfaces of any space form N m+1 (c). We proved for all 0 ≤ r ≤ m − 2, that if H r+1 > 0 and if φ is convex (i.e. the second fundamental form is semi-definite) then
and equality holds if and only if φ immerses M as a geodesic sphere of N m+1 (c). Our approach to obtain such estimates was a generalization of the conformal technic used by El Soufi and Ilias and in this approach the convexity assumption was essential to obtain the estimate (2) . Nevertheless, it is natural to ask if such estimates still valid without the convexity assumption. In this paper, to answer this purpose, we use a different approach inspired by the method of Heintze ([14] ). In fact, an L ∞ estimate similar to (2) will be a consequence of an estimate (theorem 1.1) obtained in a more general setting: for the operators L T defined above and for ambient spaces not necessarly of constant sectional curvature.
Before stating the results, we need to define the following normal vector field H T . If φ is an isometric immersion of (M m , g) in (N n , h) and B is its second fundamental form then we define H T at a point x ∈ M , by
where (e i ) 1≤i≤m is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space of M at x.
The main result of our paper is the
) be a compact, connected, m-dimensional Riemannian manifold (m ≥ 2) and let φ be an isometric immersion of
) of sectional curvature bounded above by δ. If δ ≤ 0 we assume that (N n , h) is simply connected and if δ > 0 we assume that φ(M ) is contained in a convex ball of radius less or equal to π/4 √ δ. Let L T be an elliptic operator defined on (M m , g) as above. Then, we have
and if equality holds then φ(M ) is contained in a geodesic sphere.
When (N n , h) is a simply connected space form and T = T r , we deduce from this theorem an estimate of λ 1,r without the convexity assumption. In fact, we have This last corollary has just been obtained independently by Alencar, do Carmo and Marques ( [3] ).
When |H T | is constant, we show a different estimate which is usefull in the proof of stability results; indeed, we have the
) be a compact, connected, m-dimensional Riemannian manifold (m ≥ 2) and let φ be an isometric immersion of (M m , g) in an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (N n , h) of sectional curvature bounded above by δ. If δ ≤ 0 we assume that (N n , h) is simply connected and if δ > 0 we assume that φ(M ) is contained in a convex ball of radius less or equal to π/4 √ δ. Let L T be an elliptic operator defined on (M m , g) as above. Then, we have
As a consequence, we have the
) be a compact, connected and orientable n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (n ≥ 2), immersed in a space form (spf mnpi, h) (c = 0, −1, +1). Assume, if c = 1 that φ(M ) is contained in a ball of radius π/4. If for r ∈ {0, ..., m − 1}, H r+1 is a positive constant, then we have
and equality holds if and only if φ(M ) is a geodesic sphere.
This paper is structured as follows: the first part deals with the proofs of these theorems and corollaries and in a second part we give an application of our results to the stability problem of hypersurfaces of constant r-th mean curvature in a space form. The results of this paper were announced in the note [13] .
Proofs of the results
Let (M m , g) be a compact, connected m-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed by φ in an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (N n , h) which sectional curvature is bounded by δ. The manifold M is endowed with a symmetric definite positive (1, 1)-tensor T of free divergence. The associated operator L T defined by
is self adjoint and elliptic and we denote by λ 1,T its first nonzero eigenvalue.
Let p 0 ∈ N and exp p 0 the exponential map at this point. We consider (x i ) 1≤i≤n the normal coordinates of N centered at p 0 and for all x ∈ N , we denote by r(x) = d(p 0 , x), the geodesic distance between p 0 and x on (N n , h). If δ > 0 we assume that φ(M ) lies in a convex ball around p 0 of radius less or equal to π/2 √ δ. Let s δ and c δ be functions defined by In the sequel, we denote respectively by ∇ M and ∇ N the gradients associated to (M m , g) and (N n , h). It is easy to see that the coordinates of Z = s δ (r)∇ N r in the normal local frame are
. Furthermore, the tangential and normal projection of a vector field X respectively on the tangent bundle and the normal bundle to φ(M ) will be denoted respectively by X t and X n . We recall now some facts and properties of the exponential map. Let U, V ∈ T p 0 N and x ∈ N . If we set X = exp
On the other hand, exp p 0 is a radial isometry (Gauss lemma), that is for each x of N , we have
First, we begin by proving some lemmas
and equality holds if (N n , h) has a constant sectional curvature equal to δ.
Proof:
We compute the left hand side of (5)
and using the fact that 1≤i≤n
After an easy computation and noting that Z t = s δ (r)∇ M r, we obtain
Since T is a positive symmetric (1, 1)-tensor, we can define a natural positive symmetric (1, 1)-tensor √ T . Indeed, if (e i ) 1≤i≤m is an orthonormal basis at x which diagonalizes T such that
Now let (e i ) 1≤i≤m be an orthonormal frame in x, such that √ T e m lies in the direction of ∇ M r and let e * m be a unit vector orthogonal to ∇ N r in order to have:
Now, setting v j = √ T e j − h( √ T e j , ∇ M r)∇ N r, for all j ≤ m − 1, we rewrite the first term of the right hand side of (7)
We compute each term of the right hand side of (8) . Using the standard Jacobi field estimates (cf for instance corollary 2.8, p 153 of [20] ), we have for all v orthogonal to
with equality if N has a constant sectional curvature equal to δ. Now v j is orthogonal to ∇ N r and then applying successively (3) and (9), we obtain
Moreover, from (3) and (4), we have for all v orthogonal to
Hence, the last term of the right hand side of (8) vanishes identically. Now, reporting (10) in (8), and noting that 1≤i≤n h x (∇ N x i , ∇ N r) 2 = 1 by (3), we find
Furthermore, from (9) and (11), we deduce that
Finally, by reporting (12) and (13) in (7), we get
And after simplification, this gives the desired inequality and if (N n , h) is of constant sectional curvature all the inequalities above are in fact equalities. 2
Now, we will prove the Lemma 2.2 For all symmetric divergence-free positive definite (1, 1)-tensors T on M , we have
and if T is the identity and (N n , h) has a constant sectional curvature equal to δ, then equality holds.
Proof: We use the same local frame as in the proof of lemma (2.1) and we compute div M (T Z t ) in this frame by using the fact that T is a free divergence tensor (i.e. 1≤i≤m ∇
Now, we want to estimate 1≤i≤m h x (∇ N e i Z, T e i ). We first have
And using the standard Jacobi field estimates (see lemma 2.9 p 153 of [20] ) we can find a lower bound of the last term of (15) . Indeed, we have for all vector ξ orthogonal to ∇ N r at x, the inequality 
now
and if T is the identity, this last inequality is an equality. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that 
